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PLAZA HOME MORTGAGE ANNOUNCES 2021 SPONSORSHIP OF THE
ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT MORTGAGE EXPERTS
SAN DIEGO, Calif., – April 22, 2021 – Plaza Home Mortgage®, one of the nation’s leading
wholesale and correspondent mortgage lenders, today announced their 2021 sponsorship of the
Association of Independent Mortgage Experts (AIME), a non-profit trade membership
association for independent mortgage brokers.
Established in 2018, AIME is designed to create an inclusive environment to support and protect
independent mortgage brokers across the country and contribute to the growth of the broker
market. AIME’s 2021 sponsors, including Plaza Home Mortgage, are industry partners
dedicated to helping and nurturing the development of mortgage brokers and the wholesale
channel.
“2020 was a year filled with unprecedented volume and growth for the wholesale channel and
through it all, our dedicated sponsors served as true allies of the entire broker community,” said
Katie Sweeney, the recently announced Chief Executive Officer at AIME. “This year’s sponsors
will play a special role in further elevating our community and ensuring brokers are able to
tackle consumers’ mortgage needs with the highest level of service and expertise.”
“Plaza Home Mortgage has always actively supported our mortgage broker partners, and their
industry associations,” said Jeff Leinan, Plaza’s Executive Vice President of National Wholesale
Production. “We are very pleased to continue our sponsorship of AIME, an organization that
shares our commitment to the growth of mortgage brokers community and to a vibrant
wholesale industry.”

About Plaza Home Mortgage
Founded in 2000, Plaza Home Mortgage, Inc. is a privately owned, full-service national
correspondent and wholesale lender. Headquartered in San Diego, Plaza is dedicated to
building quality, long-term relationships with its correspondent and mortgage broker clients by

offering a wide variety of programs and an exceptional client experience. For more information,
visit www.plazahomemortgage.com or call 866.260.2529.
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